I do not wish to speak with you, answer your questions, or sign or hand you any documents based on my 5th Amendment rights under the United States Constitution.

I do not give you permission to enter my home based on my 4th Amendment rights under the United States Constitution unless you have a warrant to enter, signed by a judge or magistrate with my name on it that you slide under the door.

I do not give you permission to search any of my belongings based on my 4th Amendment rights.

I choose to exercise my constitutional rights.

These cards are available to citizens and noncitizens alike.

---

Ou gen dwa konstitisyonèl:

1. PA LOUVRI PÒT la si yon ajan imigrasyon frape pòt la.
2. PA REPONN OKENN KEKSYON yon ofisye imigrasyon si yo eseye pale avèk ou. Ou gen dwa pou rete an silans.
3. PA SIYEN ANYEN san w' pa pale anvan avèk yon avoka. Ou gen dwa pale ak yon avoka.
   - Si w' deyò lakay ou, mande ajan an si w' lib pou ale epi si yo di wi, ale avèk kalm.
   - BAY AJAN KAT SA. Si ou annand lakay ou, montre kat la nan fenèt la oswa glise li anba pòt la.'
4. Si w' deyò lakay ou, mande ajan an si w' lib pou ale epi si yo di wi, ale avèk kalm.
5. BAY AJAN KAT SA. Si ou annand lakay ou, montre kat la nan fenèt la oswa glise li anba pòt la.'

---

To print at home, use heavy weight paper, or card stock. Cut out the cards along the dotted lines. If you’re unable to print on both sides, you can simply fold on the center line to make a 2-sided card.

If you use a professional printer, we suggest you print 2-sided cards with white text on red card stock with rounded corners.